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Abstract: Recent decades have witnessed a remarkable pace of innovation and performance improve-
ments in integrated circuits (ICs), which have become indispensable in an array of critical applications
ranging from military infrastructure to personal healthcare. Meanwhile, recent developments have
brought physical security to the forefront of concern, particularly considering the valuable assets
handled and stored within ICs. Among the various invasive attack vectors, micro-probing attacks
have risen as a particularly menacing threat. These attacks leverage advanced focused ion beam (FIB)
systems to enable post-silicon secret eavesdropping and circuit modifications with minimal traceability.
As an evolved variant of micro-probing attacks, reroute attacks possess the ability to actively disable
built-in shielding measures, granting access to the security-sensitive signals concealed beneath. To
address and counter these emerging challenges, we introduce a layout-level framework known as
Detour-RS. This framework is designed to automatically assess potential vulnerabilities, offering a
systematic approach to identifying and mitigating exploitable weaknesses. Specifically, we employed
a combination of linear and nonlinear programming-based approaches to identify the layout-aware
attack costs in reroute attempts given specific target assets. The experimental results indicate that
shielded designs outperform non-shielded structures against reroute attacks. Furthermore, among
the two-layer shield configurations, the orthogonal layout exhibits better performance compared
to the parallel arrangement. Furthermore, we explore both independent and dependent scenarios,
where the latter accounts for potential interference among circuit edit locations. Notably, our results
demonstrate a substantial near 50% increase in attack cost when employing the more realistic depen-
dent estimation approach. In addition, we also propose time and gas consumption metrics to evaluate
the resource consumption of the attackers, which provides a perspective for evaluating reroute attack
efforts. We have collected the results for different categories of target assets and also the average
resource consumption for each via, required during FIB reroute attack.

Keywords: hardware security; microprobing attacks; reroute attacks; integrated circuits; focused
ion beam

1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, there has been a remarkable advancement in integrated
circuit (IC) technology, fueling a broad set of applications ranging from lightweight termi-
nals to advanced data centers and even future quantum computing [1]. This results in a
substantial boost in computational power and seamless connectivity among smart devices,
which form the backbone of modern technology and society. While the semiconductor
industry has thrived during this period, the concerns with respect to hardware security
have grown significantly because of a wide range of physical attack vectors, which can
be roughly classified into three categories, i.e., non-invasive, semi-invasive, and invasive
attacks, as illustrated in Figure 1. The difference between these categories lies in the re-
quirements of (chip) sample preparations. Non-invasive attacks such as the well-known
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power/EM side-channel attacks [2] and fault injection attacks [3] are mostly plug-and-play,
i.e., without mandating package/silicon preparations. For instance, power side-channel
attacks can deduce the underlying cryptographic keys by solely analyzing the run-time
power variations of sensitive operations, while clock glitch-based fault injection attacks
only manipulate the clock signals to affect the design timing paths instead of impacting the
hardware devices physically. As for semi-invasive attack vectors like optical probing or
optical fault injection, adversaries typically tend to remove the package and/or thin the
silicon substrate such that the optical energy can be available or penetrate into the device at
a specific range of wavelengths. Optical probing techniques have also been demonstrated
to derive on-chip FPGA bitstream decryption keys on 28 nm Xilinx devices [4]. Along
with attacks of higher levels like bitstream reverse engineering [5,6], adversaries can enable
more fine-grained and sophisticated compromises on the entire system. When it comes to
invasive attacks, they represent a family of much stronger and extremely effective mecha-
nisms as these attacks can exploit advanced equipment to access more details of devices
under analysis physically. For example, hardware reverse engineering solutions may be
able to extract complete physical layouts from silicon dies.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of physical attacks.

In the realm of invasive attack techniques, focused ion beam (FIB)-based micro-probing
attacks [7,8] are gaining increasing attention within both academic and industrial circles.
These attacks are noteworthy for their unique capability to intrude upon and manipulate
the inner workings of a manufactured electronic circuit with minimal disruption to the
overall system.

FIB-based probing attacks become particularly relevant in scenarios where physical
access to the IC is compromised. This can occur in various real-world situations, such as
the following:

• Reverse engineering: When an adversary gains access to the physical IC, he/she may
attempt to reverse engineer the design and functionality of the device using FIB-based
techniques. This poses a threat to intellectual property and proprietary information.

• Counterfeiting and tampering: FIB-based probing can be employed to modify or
tamper with the IC at the silicon level. This is a concern in applications where the
integrity and authenticity of the IC are critical, such as in secure microcontrollers or
cryptographic devices.

• Hardware security modules: In the context of hardware security modules, where
sensitive cryptographic operations are performed, FIB-based attacks could potentially
compromise the confidentiality and integrity of cryptographic keys.

• Defense and aerospace applications: In sectors like defense and aerospace, where
security is paramount, unauthorized access to and tampering with ICs through FIB-
based attacks could have severe consequences, including the compromise of mission-
critical systems.

More precisely, FIB technology possesses the remarkable capability to precisely remove
and apply materials at a nano-scale level, allowing for extremely fine-grained modifications.
This unique attribute enables exceptionally precise interventions and alterations in elec-
tronic circuits after the silicon fabrication process. An illustrative example of a security
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breach involves the replication of a physical unclonable function (PUF) based on static
random-access memory (SRAM) [9]. In this instance, a FIB was employed to meticulously
etch a segment of the SRAM’s transistors, creating a bias that enables attackers to forecast
the initialization during start-up and compel the system to adopt predetermined config-
urations. Other attack cases include those aimed at extracting sensitive plaintext data,
compromising private cryptographic keys, and accessing security tokens [10].

For example, designers can place active shield nets at the top metal layers during the
design time. As such, potential probing intrusions might compromise the active metal wires
that continuously transfer specific pattern signals; the mismatch between the information
from the top-layer metal wires and reference signals underneath can be detected to trigger
the subsequent countermeasures against micro-probing attacks [11,12]. In addition, analog
sensors like the probe attempt detector (PAD) [13] can capture the added capacitance and
delay imposed by the attached probe in a timely manner. However, these existing solutions
either suffer from exorbitant overhead or low reliability, failing to become a silver bullet to
address threats. Taking the challenge of securing against invasive micro-probing attacks fur-
ther, an advanced variant known as the reroute attack has emerged, presenting an even more
concerning threat. This variant is designed to effectively neutralize the shield-protection
mechanisms, making it easier to access sensitive signals compared to conventional bypass
attacks [14]. The essence of the reroute attack lies in a cunning strategy—it involves the
deliberate destruction of a portion of the protective shield while simultaneously intro-
ducing FIB intrusion at an alternate location. By adopting this approach, attackers can
clandestinely gain access to critical nets within the design without triggering detection
mechanisms. This covert maneuver poses a serious challenge to hardware security, high-
lighting the need for heightened vigilance and innovative countermeasures in an era where
attackers continue to evolve their techniques to compromise sensitive systems. In this
research endeavor, we strive to gain deeper insights into the emerging threat landscape
posed by reroute attacks. To this end, we present a comprehensive layout-aware assessment
framework, called Detour-RS, specially designed to evaluate the susceptibility of ICs at the
physical design level. Our framework empowers designers with the means to perform
efficient and precise quantification of an IC’s vulnerability to reroute attacks. (This paper
is an extended version, which includes our newly developed metric, layout-aware added
trace length, and deploys the hybrid optimization utilizing the combination of linear and
nonlinear programming approaches to obtain more accurate results. We presented the
new results with a hybrid optimization approach, and we also compared the time cost
during the calculation. In addition, we developed time and gas consumption metrics to
evaluate the reroute attack efforts in terms of the gas and time consumption during the FIB
editing to gain a complete understanding of the resource consumption of the attackers.)
The contributions of this study are multifaceted, encompassing the following key aspects:

• We introduce an advanced and meticulously automated security assessment frame-
work that operates with a keen awareness of layout intricacies. This framework is
tailored to assess the vulnerabilities within design layouts when subjected to the
latest FIB precision techniques. Our proposed solution stands at the forefront of
automation, providing a comprehensive evaluation of layout vulnerabilities in the
context of reroute attacks, aligning seamlessly with the state-of-the-art capabilities of
FIB technology.

• Our research has resulted in the development of an innovative metric, the layout-
aware added traces’ length. This metric quantifies the effort required for the reroute
attacks. Our solution seamlessly integrates both linear and nonlinear programming
techniques into our framework. It automates the identification of circuit edit locations
within shield nets, forming the basis for reroute path establishment and streamlining
the process.

• We conducted a comprehensive series of experiments using various physical design
layouts for a system-on-chip (SoC) design, employing our Detour-RS framework. Our
findings indicate that a two-layer shield structure offers greater resilience against
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reroute attacks compared to a single-layer design. Additionally, within the context of
two-layer shield protection, an orthogonal configuration exhibited higher resistance
than a parallel one. These insights underscore the potential benefits of particular
layout choices for enhancing the security of intricate SoC designs.

• We propose time and gas consumption metrics to evaluate the resource consumption of
the reroute attackers. The results are demonstrated for different sets of target assets,
and we also obtained the average resource cost for each single via, which provides
another fair perspective to evaluate the reroute attacks.

• We methodically explored both independent and dependent scenarios, distinguishing
mainly by whether circuit edits from reroute attacks are allowed to overlap or not. Our
findings reveal a noteworthy observation: in the more practical dependent scenario,
there is a nearly 50% increase in the demand for layout-aware added traces. Furthermore,
we introduce a graphical tool that facilitates intuitive visualization of target asset
exposure to reroute attacks, along with the associated statistical insights.

In addition to the overall contributions of our Detour-RS framework, we would like
to spell out the extensions and improvements explicitly compared to our previous Detour
framework in [15] as follows:

• Improved simplicity and accuracy: We extend our linear programming-based ap-
proach in [31] to a hybrid model covering both linear and nonlinear scenarios such
that the vulnerabilities of reroute attacks within the target layout can be analyzed
in a more comprehensive and accurate manner. Although the linear programming
we utilized previously can be effective in reroute attack vulnerability assessment,
the linear constraints increase exponentially with respect to targets and associated
shield nets. As such, the linear programming-based implementation in our original so-
lution (i.e., Detour) is very tricky and error-prone since the discontinuous constraints
involved need to be deliberately analyzed and attached under various intrusion
scenarios. Missing single-corner cases can easily lead to suboptimal results, e.g., over-
/under-estimating the vulnerabilities. In contrast, employing a general optimization
methodology that can handle both linear and nonlinear problems can be very benefi-
cial to alleviate the cumbersomeness of constraint creation because we only need to
define the entire problem scope for gradient-based search, making the analysis more
reliable and accurate.

• Nonlinear problem coverage: As all linear programming problems are mathemat-
ically special cases of nonlinear problems, our hybrid model in Detour-RS can ef-
fectively address all cases of Detour (our conference version). In addition to the
implementation perspective, we would like to highlight that using a hybrid model
including nonlinear programming is not overkill in our case because the objective
function, in some complicated scenarios, is better represented with a continuous, but
nonlinear one. We present a specific example to illustrate how our extended hybrid
model can address nonlinear scenarios in Section 5.1.

• Time and gas metrics: Almost all existing works regarding reroute attacks or micro-
probing attack vulnerability assessment focus on the exploitable windows of FIB
intrusions, e.g., the exposed area metric in our framework. However, other factors can
also play important roles in practical attack determination. It is worth mentioning that
FIB is extremely precise and expensive equipment; the required time and gas resource
consumption of reroute attacks thus reflect the feasibility and difficulty, serving as a
useful reference for threat evaluation.

The subsequent sections of this paper are organized as follows to offer a comprehensive
exploration of our research. In Section 2, we lay the foundation by providing in-depth
background on micro-probing attacks and the existing countermeasures, shedding light
on the evolving threat landscape. In Section 3, we delve into the heart of our research,
presenting the Detour-RS framework in detail. This section not only elucidates the intricacies
of our framework, but also elaborates on the innovative metrics we have developed for
assessing reroute attacks and the workflow that enables their computation for any design
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layout. The empirical evidence and insights drawn from our experiments are presented in
Section 4, offering a clear illustration of our framework’s effectiveness. Finally, we draw
the threads together in Section 6, providing a comprehensive conclusion that encapsulates
the contributions and implications of our research.

2. Background

This section begins with an introduction to FIB technology and its application in
micro-probing attacks. Subsequently, we delve into the landscape of currently available as-
sessment solutions and countermeasures that address probing attacks. Finally, we elucidate
our threat model to provide a comprehensive understanding of the context.

2.1. Basics of FIB-Based Micro-Probing

The application of focused ion beam (FIB) technology in integrated circuit (IC) editing
has notably evolved, demonstrating its prowess as a versatile and precise tool. FIB’s
capabilities extend to both the removal and deposition of materials within a fabricated
chip, enabling intricate tasks such as cutting traces or establishing metal connections
with pinpoint accuracy [16,17]. Additionally, FIB proves invaluable in the creation of
probing points for electrical testing, facilitating fundamental tasks in electrical design
characterization, redesign parameter verification, and the diagnosis of manufacturing
faults and anomalies [18]. However, in the hands of adversaries wielding advanced FIB
techniques, the potential for direct eavesdropping and the reconstruction of security-
sensitive assets within ICs becomes a concerning reality. These assets may encompass
critical components like confidential messages, decryption keys, or device configurations,
thereby intensifying the security challenges faced by ICs [10].

In Figure 2, we provide a visual representation of the fundamental principles underly-
ing focused ion beam (FIB)-based micro-probing attacks. In particular, Figure 2a highlights
a critical parameter in FIB systems known as the aspect ratio, denoted as RFIB and defined
as the ratio of the milling hole’s depth (D) to its diameter (d). Notably, the aspect ratio
assumes significance in the context of FIB attacks. A larger aspect ratio indicates increased
potency for adversaries, as it implies a narrower milling hole, which may bypass shield
nets and evade detection systems.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Basics of FIB-based micro-probing attacks [19]: (a) FIB aspect ratio calculation, where d is
the diameter, while D refers to the depth; (b) platinum deposition in the milling cavity by FIB to build
a conducting path from the target wire (red); (c) the probe extracts information from the deposited
conducting path.

The process of a FIB-based micro-probing attack typically unfolds as follows: Af-
ter creating a hole through the IC package to access the sensitive metal wires using FIB,
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adversaries proceed with a sequence of steps, including metal deposition, dielectric de-
position, and imaging of the IC, often utilizing a scanning electron microscope (SEM) for
precise visualization (see Figure 2b). FIB systems are renowned for their capability to
image, etch, and deposit materials on an IC with remarkable precision, achieved through a
finely focused gallium ion (Ga+) beam with resolutions as fine as 4–5 nanometers. Some
systems, utilizing helium or neon ions, offer even greater precision. The integration of a
navigation system with FIB technology allows for the characterization of chip subsurface
features, ensuring compliant circuit-level edits. High-energy Ga beams are employed to
mill through conductors, while gases such as tungsten (W), platinum (Pt), or silicon dioxide
are precisely deposited using an ion beam in coordination with an injection system (GIS)
nozzle, depending on the required gas chemistry. This process establishes a conducting
path from the sensitive signals, which can subsequently be accessed using an external
probe tip to extract security assets (as demonstrated in Figure 2c). These intricate steps and
precise capabilities of FIB systems underscore the potential security risks associated with
micro-probing attacks, prompting the need for robust countermeasures.

2.2. FIB-Aware Anti-Probing Physical Design Flow

Figure 3 provides a comprehensive insight into the categorization of shield structures,
which can generally be classified into two main categories: single-layer and multiple-layer.
Within the realm of single-layer shields, two distinct configurations emerge, exemplified by
‘snake-like wires’, as depicted in Figure 3a, and ‘parallel wires’, showcased in Figure 3d.
The ‘snake-like’ structure offers the advantage of requiring fewer driving signals to cover
extensive sensitive areas, while the ‘parallel shield structure’ is noted for its potential
resilience against advanced attacks, as discussed in [14].

Probing Area Added TracesAdded vias Shield Wires

10 4 4

(b)

(e) (f)(d)

1
1

1
1

3

3

3

3

1 1

(c)(a)

Figure 3. Shield nets, bypass attack efforts, and reroute attack efforts. (a) Possible bypass attack area;
(b) opening a 3× 3 pitch2 area in a reroute attack; (c) edits needed (4 vias and 2-pitch-long traces) for
the snake-like shield structure. (d) Possible bypass attack area; (e) opening a 3× 3 pitch2 area in a
reroute attack; (f) edits needed (6 vias and 18-pitch-long traces) for the single parallel shield structure.

When venturing into the territory of multiple-layer shield structures, three primary
types garner consideration: orthogonal, parallel, and random shielding. To attain optimal
protection, it is imperative to establish a minimum spacing between each shield net within
the same layer. In the case of distinct-layer shield nets, an additional 50% offset relative to
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the pitch size may be incorporated into the lower layer shield within a two-layer parallel
shield configuration. This design strategy is facilitated by the focused ion beam (FIB)-
aware anti-probing physical design framework, iPROBE, as detailed in [9,14]. iPROBE
empowers the integration of diverse shield structures, encompassing both single- and
two-layer configurations, thus offering enhanced flexibility and adaptability in shielding
against probing attacks.

2.3. Countermeasures

The first step of the typical probing attacks is to either partially or fully remove the chip
package in order to expose the silicon die. Researchers have devised an array of strategies,
such as physical protection and tamper resistance, specialized coatings, and layers for
defense against FIB intrusion, which include secure enclosures [20,21] and tamper-evident
packaging [22,23]. They did a great job of resisting FIB penetration and hindering attackers
from reaching sensitive areas, yet they may be vulnerable to prolonged and sophisticated
attacks that gradually breach the protective layers. Subsequently, the process involves
extracting in-depth assets. This is achieved through iterative steps of delayering and
imaging, which reveal the chip’s internal structure and its operational functions. Many
countermeasures have been established, such as randomized logic and layouts to confound
attackers [24–26] and cryptographic safeguards to secure sensitive data [27,28] and crypto-
graphic keys. However, they can be resource-intensive and complex, potentially slowing
down systems and requiring strong key management. Additionally, there are concerns
like vulnerabilities in algorithms, depreciation of encryption standards, and performance
overhead. Once the target nets for probing have been determined, the next task involves
the identification of the corresponding metal wires’ location on the targeted IC. Secure
debugging interface management is employed to restrict unauthorized access through de-
bugging interfaces [29,30], though they might suffer from potential for increased complexity
in debugging processes, additional hardware requirements, and potential performance
overhead due to the added security measures.

Furthermore, FIB-based probing attacks can be categorized into two main types:
bypass attack and reroute attack. They are primarily differentiated by their approach to circuit
modification. A bypass attack occurs when attackers breach the shield nets’ gap space by
creating a small opening without severing shield or alarm wires. Conversely, a reroute
attack leverages the circuit editing capabilities of the FIB to establish a new path between
equipotential points on the shield wire, effectively nullifying a significant portion of the
shield’s protection.

There are a variety of countermeasures and evaluation approaches being proposed
against FIB-based probing attacks. A variety of countermeasures and evaluation techniques
have emerged to counter FIB-based probing attacks. For example, in [31], an anti-probing
physical design approach is introduced, which utilizes internal shield nets within the design
layout. This method can establish single-layer and two-layer parallel shield structures
to protect against probing from the top metal layer of the chip. In another advancement,
Ref. [7] extends this defense by implementing two-layer parallel and orthogonal structures,
offering protection against FIB probing from both the top metal layer and silicon substrate.
These measures rely on the exposed area metric to evaluate bypass attack efforts, which assess
the gap space between shield wires. In essence, the larger the exposed area, the higher
the susceptibility of the design to probing attacks. In reroute attacks, Ref. [14] uses the
added traces length metric to quantify the effort needed for rerouting. For instance, creating
a 3× 3 pitch2 hole area to access the target net (as shown in Figure 3a,c) would require
4 vias and 2-pitch-long traces or 4 vias and 18-pitch-long traces in total (as depicted in
Figure 3b,d). However, Ref. [14] has limitations as it focuses on fixed shield structures and
calculates costs theoretically, based on the ideal placement of shield nets in the design layout.
In practice, routing conditions can vary significantly, leading to suboptimal routing of shield
nets due to issues like congestion and limited space within the protected region. In contrast,
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our Detour-RS framework offers a more realistic estimation by considering the actual design
layout, rather than relying on the optimistic assumptions of fixed shield structures.

2.4. Exposed Area

To evaluate a design’s susceptibility to bypass probing attacks, we adopted the exposed
area metric introduced in [19]. This metric operates under the premise that a complete
cut of the shield wire is necessary for detecting an attack. Consequently, it calculates a
probing area that takes into account the arrangement of surrounding shield nets and the
given specified FIB aspect ratios. Specifically, the approach presented in [19] assumes
that probing intrusions become detectable when the central point of the FIB milling hole
approaches within a defined distance of d f aredge from the far edge of the shield wire. This
concept is visually represented in Figure 4, which offers an illustrative cross-sectional view
highlighting the key parameters involved in calculating d f aredge.

Hole Diameter 
(Dhole)

Min. Shield-to 
-hole 

Space (Ss2h)

Ideal Wire
Width (Ws)

PV Margin
(Mpv)

Shield 
Wire

dfaredge dfaredge

Shield to
Target Depth

(Ds2t)

Target WireDie Sample
Section View

Pitch (Ps)
Milling 
hole

Figure 4. Calculations for d f aredge.

d f aredge =
Ds2t

2RFIB
+ Ws + Ss2h + MPV , (1)

where

• Ds2t is the depth or distance from the shield layer to the target layer in the IC lay-
out. This depth should be available in the process design kit (PDK) for the IC’s
technology node.

• RFIB denotes the FIB aspect ratio (see Figure 2a), which can be found in FIB datasheets
and, in the case of probing, represents the attacker’s capability.

• Ws represents the nominal width of shield wires. The minimum wire width is a
parameter that can be found in the PDK.

• MPV is the process variation margin of shield wires.
• Ss2h is the space required between the shield and hole to avoid shorts created by oper-

ator/FIB localization error. This parameter can be estimated by the FIB’s datasheets
and empirical studies.

Once d f aredge has been established, Figure 5 illustrates how the exposed area for a
target wire within a design layout can be determined. In detail, the wires positioned at
higher metal layers above the layer containing the target wire (represented by the white
area) have the capacity to project what is referred to as a milling exclusion area (MEA). This
is illustrated by the shaded region in Figure 5. The presence of this MEA signifies that the
probing attack will trigger detection if the milling center happens to fall within this defined
area. Subsequently, the area on the target wire that lies outside the MEA is referred to as
the exposed area (EA). This area varies with different FIB aspect ratios. Notably, a design
layout with a larger exposed area is more susceptible to probing attacks.
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Figure 5. Exposed area (EA) calculation [31].

2.5. Threat Model

In this paper, we make the assumption that electrical probing intrusions occur per-
pendicularly from the top metal layer of the ICs. The objective of the attacker is to illicitly
extract valuable asset information through probing attacks, leveraging complete layout
information obtained through methods like reverse engineering or unauthorized access to
a foundry or design house’s database. The devices can be accessible to attackers during
in-field or even distribution channels [32]. Adversaries are presumed to possess the capa-
bility to execute both bypass attacks, involving direct milling of a hole in areas without
shielding, and reroute attacks, which entail cutting and then reconnecting shielding wires.
Subsequently, the attacker establishes a conductive path via the milled hole for probing
at the pad, facilitating asset information extraction. To the best of our knowledge, our
Detour-RS framework represents a pioneering solution in the field, concentrating on the
security assessment of reroute micro-probing vulnerabilities within actual layout designs.

3. Detour-RS Framework

In this section, we will first give an overview of our Detour-RS framework, which aims
to evaluate the reroute attack vulnerabilities of target physical designs in a layout-aware
manner. Next, we will detail each step, i.e., probing area calculation, shield and other obscur-
ing nets’ extraction, and hybrid-optimization (HO)-based reroute attack effort estimation.

3.1. Overview

The objective of Detour-RS is to establish a layout-aware assessment framework that
can comprehensively and accurately assess the vulnerabilities of security-critical nets
against FIB reroute attacks by taking floorplanning, cell placement, and routing of the
target implementation into consideration. The workflow of the Detour-RS is illustrated in
Figure 6, where the solution takes two main inputs, i.e., the design GDSII layout (.gds) and
a designated list of target nets, which may serve as the interest of adversaries, e.g., transfer-
ring security assets. In addition to these two main inputs, users are supposed to provide
inputs such as the FIB aspect ratio (see Section 2.1), which is critical since it aligns the
analysis with the capabilities of potential adversaries. The Detour-RS framework consists of
three stages: i.e., probing area calculation, shield and other obscuring nets’ extraction, and reroute
attack efforts’ estimation. These stages collectively produce assessment results quantifying
how difficult reroute attacks would be on the target implementation. The results include metrics
such as the number of added vias, the number of added traces, the length of added traces
with layout awareness, and time and gas consumption.

The general flow of Detour-RS is as follows. The framework starts with extracting
essential layout information, specifically pinpointing the positions of metal wires associ-
ated with target nets. This information is then used to calculate the exposed area (more
details will be presented in Section 2.4), which helps identify vulnerabilities based on the
user-defined FIB aspect ratio. Next, Detour-RS identifies a set of protected shield nets
corresponding to each target net. Subsequently, Detour-RS focuses on the analysis of shield
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nets residing within the probing area. To achieve this, a combination of nonlinear and linear
programming techniques is employed to determine the precise locations where adversaries
may introduce circuit edits on each shield net for effective reroute attacks. These calculated
edits collectively represent the overall reroute attack efforts required.

Probing Area Calculation Shield Nets Extraction Reroute Attack Efforts Estimation

FIB Aspect Ratio

Design Layout

Target Nets List

Original Design
Layout

Layout with Target
Nets Identification

Original Design
Layout

Layout with Shield
Nets Identification

Original Design
Layout

Layout with Rerouted
Shield Nets Layout-aware Added

Traces LengthTarget nets
coordinates

Shield nets
coordinates

Time Consumption

Gas Consumption

#Added Vias and Traces

Figure 6. Overview of our Detour-RS framework for physical-layout-level FIB reroute attack vulnera-
bility evaluation.

3.2. Probing Area Calculation

The probing area calculation phase takes inputs from the design layout, a list of
target nets, and the specified FIB aspect ratio. This step will identify the wire instances
corresponding to the target nets as potential victims of reroute attacks. Note that a target
net typically corresponds to multiple metal wire instances (often referred to as shapes) in
the layout design. These wires carry different labels and can be situated across various
metal layers. For example, as one can see in Figure 7, a target net n8998 comprises three
wire shapes, i.e., Path_15_18553 (horizontal), Path_15_18554 (vertical), and Path_15_18557
(horizontal). Initially, Detour-RS will determine the metal layer to which each target shape
belongs. Subsequently, the framework conducts an assessment to estimate the exposed
area projected onto the uppermost layer by using the parameter d f aredge as detailed in
Equation (1).

Path_15_18553 Path_15_18554 Path_15_18557

Blank background Exposed Area Protected Area

Figure 7. Constituent shapes of the net n8998 and their exposed (red) and protected (blue) area.

More specifically, to determine the exposed area associated with the target nets, Detour-
RS performs an iterative process, examining each shape within the target nets. It then
provides information regarding the dimensions of the exposed area and the ratio of this
exposed area concerning the target net. Regarding the wires depicted in Figure 7, we can
obtain information about the dimensions of the exposed area and its corresponding ratio
as presented in Table 1. It is important to note that, in this context, Detour-RS prioritizes
the wire with the largest exposed area over the ratio, as it is conceivable that a metal
wire with a higher exposed ratio might actually have a relatively smaller exposed area.
Consequently, the region exhibiting the greatest level of exposure will be identified as the
optimal candidate for the reroute attack adversaries and call for additional protection from
designer perspectives (see the exposed/protected area as colored in Figure 7).

Table 1. Exposed area and ratio for different metal wires.

Wire Name Path_15_18553 Path_15_18554 Path_15_18557

Exposed Area (µm2) 10.086 0 12.722

Ratio 49% 0 40%
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To give readers greater intuition regarding the exposed area, we also present exam-
ples of two AES physical implementations in Figure 8, where milling exclusion area is
represented in blue, the exposed area in red, and the target nets’ area in yellow. It is visu-
ally obvious that the AES design in Figure 8a exhibits significantly greater vulnerabilities
compared to the one in Figure 8b according to the exposed area (red) of the wires after
Detour-RS analysis. Under the hood, the vulnerability of the first design (Figure 8a) can
be quantified in the proportion of its exposed area, which stands at 62.28% in contrast to
the 8.77% in the other design (Figure 8b), which indicates a larger exploitable space for
probing intrusions.

Figure 8. The percentage of exposed area (red) on the target nets (yellow) in (a,b) is 62.28% and
8.77%, respectively.

3.3. Shield and Other Obscuring Nets’ Extraction

Metal wires that obstruct an attacker’s access to the target net can be categorized into
two groups, i.e., shield nets and other obscuring nets. Shield nets refer to the internal nets that
are strategically deployed to protect the target net from probing intrusions. The process of
identifying and constructing these shield nets has been detailed in Section 2.2. The second
category other obscuring nets is the inherent design wires, which are routed on the layers
above the target net layers. These wires can also serve to obscure and complicate an
attacker’s path to the target, adding an extra layer of security besides the shield nets.

We follow the flow in Algorithm 1 to extract shield nets for each target net. Specifically,
we need to first calculate the exposed area for target nets as detailed in Section 3.2. The in-
puts to this stage are the physical design layout Layout, coordinates of target wires Tar, the
user-specified FIB aspect ratio RFIB, and the technology library parameters Techpara such
as the wire width, the distance between each metal layer, and the process variation margin;
as shown in Equation (1), a value of d f aredge can be obtained, which determines the size of
the milling exclusion area (MEA), as shown in Figure 5. Then, the EA can be acquired by
obtaining the complement area on the target wire area projected onto the topmost metal
layer. Finally, all the obscuring nets and locations in the upper metal layer that cross the EA
of the current target wire will be reported, including their coordinates and metal layers in
the design layout.

Regarding the details of the shield net and other obscuring nets’ extraction, in the case
of each target net, the wire with the largest exposed area is selected, and its probing area is
subsequently determined at the topmost metal layer. It is within this area that the necessary
vias and traces for rerouting all obstructing nets will be incorporated when executing a
reroute attack. This proactive identification of the probing area on the topmost metal layer
ensures that, in the event of a reroute attack, the essential rerouting components will be
strategically positioned for optimal effectiveness. The physical design tool operates with a
set of inputs, including the physical design layout, FIB aspect ratio, and technology-related
data. Its initial task is to pinpoint and quantify the exposed area associated with a target
wire. This involves identifying the region of the wire’s surface that is susceptible to probing.
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Then, the tool proceeds to compile a comprehensive list of all the obscuring nets that
intersect or overlap with the current probing area. These obscuring nets are those wires
and components that obstruct or shield the target wire under consideration.

Algorithm 1: Shield nets’ extraction.
Input: Layout—physical design layout
Input: Tar—coordinates of target wires
Input: RFIB—FIB aspect ratio
Input: Techpara—technology parameters
Output: d f aredge of the target wire
Output: MEA, EA—MEA and EA of the target wire
Output: Coorshield—coordinates of the shield nets
Output: Layershield—metal layer of the shield nets

1 Load the physical design layout Layout
2 Input RFIB, Techpara, and Tar, and identify the d f aredge

3 Apply the d f aredge of the target wire, and identify its MEA
4 EA = {Area|Area ∈ Tar and Area /∈ MEA}
5 {Coorshield, Layershield} = getobjectsbylocation—intersectEA

Figure 9 gives more intuition of the entire procedure. After the identification of the
target net exposed area (red rectangle in the lower layer), blue and green shield nets can
be recognized to cross with the pink probing area from different upper metal layers in
Figure 9a. The extracted shield nets will then be used to estimate reroute efforts, i.e., the
black vias and purple lines to be added by FIB to access the assets without breaking the
original design/shield net connectivity (see Figure 9).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. (a) Shield nets’ extraction; (b) reroute effort estimation; (c) cross-sectional view of signals
rerouted by FIB.

3.4. LP-Based Reroute Attack Effort Estimation

To evaluate the design susceptibility to reroute attacks, we introduce the following
three metrics to reflect the required reroute attack efforts:

(i) Layout-aware added trace length: This metric refers to the length of traces added by
the reroute adversaries, which are necessary for a successful reroute attack. We take the
specified design information into account to enable layout-aware calculation. Generally,
for each target wire, we will first identify its exposed area as detailed in Section 3.2 and then
determine the location of vias that result in the minimum length of added trace to perform
the reroute attack by following the programming strategy to be articulated in this section
(Algorithm 2). The layout-aware added trace length metric will be calculated as the sum of the
length of all the added traces.
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Algorithm 2: Hybrid optimization in estimating reroute paths.
Input: Layout—input physical design layout
Input: C—technology library constraints for hybrid optimization
Input: Tar = {Tar1, Tar2, ..., TarM}—set of all target nets
Input: Aprob = {A1

prob, A2
prob, ..., AM

prob}—set of probing area
Input: Shield—set of all shield nets for each target net in Tar
Output: Vertices—set of vertices at the ends of reroute added traces
Output: L—total length of added traces’ length

1 Load the physical design layout Layout
2 Initialize l← 0, Num← |Shield|
3 for i = 1: M do
4 while l ≤ Num do
5 Initialize Li ← 0 and Ci ← ∅
6 Tari ← the ith target net in Tar
7 Ai

prob ← the ith set probing area in Aprob

8 Ai
prob,l ← the lth probing area in Ai

prob

9 Shieldi ← shield nets of Tari from Shield
10 for j = 1: N do
11 Shieldi,j ← the jth shield net from Shieldi

12 Verticesi,j ← the set of vertices of Shieldi,j

13 Li,j = [d(V1, V2) + d(V2, V3) + d(V3, V4)]i,j
14 for k = 1:3 do
15 Vi,j,k ← the kth vertex of Shieldi,j

16 C1 : Dist(Vi,j,k, Vi,j,(k+1)) ≥ DVV

17 C2 : Dist(Vi,j,k, Ai
prob,l) ≥ DVT

18 Ci adds C1 and C2
end

19 Li = Li + Li,j

end
20 {Verticesi, Li}← Hybrid_Opt.(Li, Ci)
21 if Verticesi ∩ Vertices = ∅ then
22 break

else
23 l = l + 1

end
end

24 L = L + Li
25 Vertices adds Verticesi
26 l = 0

end

(ii) Time consumption: This refers to the amount of time spent by the FIB to perform
the milling.

In FIB systems, a combination of gases is employed to generate and control the ion
beam, with specific gases for sputtering and milling actions. Accurate measurement and
analysis of gas and time consumption provide insights into the operational overhead
associated with such attacks, helping to evaluate their feasibility and cost-effectiveness. It
is defined as

Time Consumption =
1

V
R × I

, (2)
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where the sputtering rate, represented by R, characterizes the speed at which material is
removed or sputtered from the target’s surface, while the sputtered volume, V, indicates
the amount of material removed during the attack. The beam current, I, represents the
flow of ions in the ion beam, impacting the rate at which material is sputtered. Note that
the gas consumption metric serves as a vital parameter to gauge the efficiency and resource
utilization during the attack process. As a critical metric, gas consumption plays a role
in characterizing the resource demands and environmental implications of FIB probing
attacks, which is essential for understanding their practicality and assessing the operational
cost of FIB-based invasive attacks.

(iii) Gas consumption:

Gas Consumption =
T

TC
× PE, (3)

where time consumption, TC, refers to the amount of time spent by the FIB to perform
the milling. T refers to the target assets volume. Process efficiency, PE, measures how
effectively the gas is utilized. Not all of the injected gas might end up being used for
deposition due to various factors like gas diffusion, reactivity, and chamber conditions. It
is usually expressed as a percentage and indicates how much of the gas used contributes to
the FIB milling. A lower process efficiency means that more gas is wasted in the process,
resulting in higher gas consumption.

We describe our reroute attack estimation methodology, based on the combination of
linear and nonlinear programming methods, in detail in Algorithm 2.

3.4.1. Independent Scenarios

The algorithm’s operation relies on five primary inputs: the physical design layout
(Layout), the technology library constraints for hybrid optimization (C), a set of target nets
Tar = {Tar1, Tar2, ..., TarM} that carry security assets, where M refers to the number of target
nets, including the set of exploitable probing areas Aprob = {A1

prob, A2
prob, ..., AM

prob} for each
target net, and sets of obscuring or shield nets associated with each target net within the Tar set.
Utilizing Algorithm 2 and the hybrid optimization (HO) engine, we can effectively determine
the minimum total length (L) required for feasible reroute attacks and establish the precise
placement of vertices for each added reroute trace. Algorithm 2 follows this general flow:

Stage 1: Initialization and processing (lines 1–9):

Algorithm 2 initiates its operation by extracting the placement and routing informa-
tion from Layout. Subsequently, it centers its attention on the M target nets that carry
security assets, which are the crucial points for probing attempts. To facilitate this process,
the algorithm establishes the variable Li and the constraint set Ci, which are the variables
that are employed to track the added trace length and define the optimization constraints,
respectively. We retrieve the ith target net, denoted as Tari, from the set Tar. Along with
it, we can gather essential information, including the probing area Ai

prob and the relevant
shield nets contained in Shieldi.

Stage 2: Added trace length formulation and constraints (lines 7–21):

Within the collection of shield nets Shieldi, each shield net, Shieldi, j, contains several
vertices required for the reroute attack added traces, denoted as Verticesi,j. As depicted in
Figure 9c, each reroute path is determined by the positions of four vertices. Consequently,
the length of the added trace, Li,j, can be computed as the sum of the distances between
these vertices: Li,j = [d(V1, V2) + d(V2, V3) + d(V3, V4)]i,j. It is worth noting that Li,j is a
linear function that will be addressed using the hybrid optimization programming method,
subject to specific constraints. These constraints, denoted as C1 and C2 and detailed in
Table 2, are stored within the set C to be utilized in the subsequent hybrid optimization
process. In detail, C1 defines the minimum distance required between consecutive reroute
vertices, while C2 specifies the minimum distance between any reroute vertex and the
closest boundary of the corresponding probing area Ai

prob. To establish these constraints
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for the hybrid optimization in the subsequent phase, we iterate through each vertex Vi,j,k
with respect to the shield nets Shieldi,j.

Table 2. Notations of constraints.

Notation Definition

DVT Distance between vias and probing area

DVV Distance between vias

DTP Distance between traces and probing area

DTT Distance between traces

Stage 3: Hybrid optimization for reroute attack efforts’ estimation (lines 22, 29, 30):

Based on the linear function and constraints, we can express the linear programming
problem in the form of Equation (4) as shown in line 22.

{Verticesi, Li} ← Min (Li) subject to Ci. (4)

Below, the optimization constraints included within our framework are elaborated
below, denoted as Ci. It is important to note that the minimum distance between different
segments of the metal wire can vary depending on the technology libraries used. Table 2
provides a comprehensive list of notations and their corresponding definitions:

• The first set of constraints enforces that a certain distance between each segment of
the added traces in the layout must be maintained to ensure the signals extracted from
the target nets to be reliable, which are expressed as

DVT > dVT,min (5)

DVV > dVV,min (6)

DTT > dTT,min. (7)

Here, we include the distance requirements between vias, between vias and metal
wires, and between wires, to avoid consequences such as the short of the signals.

• The next constraint enforces that no traces cross in the same layer and is incorporated
for the same reason as the first constraint. It can be stated as

Tracei ∩ Tracej = ∅. (8)

• To avoid affecting the normal signal transmission of shield wires, a minimum space
will be reserved between traces and the probing area of the target net, expressed as

DTP > dTP,min. (9)

Subsequently, our hybrid optimization approach will automatically determine the
most favorable scenario in which the added trace length for reroute attacks can be mini-
mized adhering to the constraint set Ci. Beyond just identifying the numerical value of Li,
this methodology also provides insights into the precise positions of the Vertices of reroute
traces for further analysis. Gathering the individual Li values and the corresponding
Vertices for every target net Tari, we can derive the comprehensive layout-aware results
through the utilization of Algorithm 2, denoted as L and Vertices.

3.4.2. Dependent Scenarios

It is assumed in Section 3.4.1 that each target net can be probed independently of all
others. Nevertheless, in practice, attackers typically have a finite number of FIB probe tips,
whereas there may be hundreds of target nets, and thus, attackers cannot simultaneously
probe all the target nets. Therefore, it is possible that the circuit edit sites on the topmost layer
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for different shield nets will overlap if attackers probe one target net after another. To address
this dependence, the positions for overlapping reroute attack edits may require adjustment
to prevent interference. Figure 10a,b depicts the scenario when edits do not overlap; as a
result, the reroute effort estimate given under the independent flow is acceptable, and there
is no need to move the probing area. A scenario where overlaps may occur is illustrated in
Figure 10c. Consequently, the estimation of reroute attack efforts in the independent case
is overly optimistic. In real-world scenarios, this would not be feasible due to the overlap
between the probing areas and FIB edits, as demonstrated in Figure 10d. The dependent
approach for estimating reroute attack efforts rectifies this situation by adjusting the position
of probing area #1 to prevent overlap. This approach is more precise and could result in a
higher reroute attack estimate if the new position of probing area #1 is less ideal, meaning it
contains more obstructing nets compared to the previous position.

During the identification of via locations for various shield nets, if it is observed that a
shielding net’s circuit edit location overlaps with the via location of another target net, it
would be necessary to reposition the shielding net’s circuit edit. To address this concern,
a constraint is integrated into the assessment process, which is depicted in Figure 11 and is
implemented in Algorithm 2 (lines 23–28). When we take into account the constraint that
prohibits location conflicts of the vias, a scenario referred to as the dependent case, we begin
by recording the coordinates of the vias. Then, as we identify the location of the current via,
we will carefully examine whether it overlaps with any other vias. If, indeed, an overlap
is detected, we will need to follow the process outlined in Figure 11. Specifically, we will
move the position of the probing area for the current target until it no longer overlaps with
the probing area of a previously edited target.

Probing Area Added Traces on     layerAdded  
vias

Shield Wires on    layer
Added Traces on             layer Shield Wires on             layer#1 #2

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 10. Reroute attack effort estimation in independent and dependent scenarios. (a) No over-
lapping in circuit edits resulting in (b) the same reroute attack efforts for both the independent and
dependent case (no re-positioning needed); (c) overlapping in circuit edit areas (re-positioning of
edits needed), which leads to different estimation results between the (d) independent case and
(e) dependent case.
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Figure 11. Workflow of the non-overlapping circuits’ edit location identification.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we start by detailing our experimental setup including the experimental
layout designs employed. Following this, we delve into an extensive discussion of the results
obtained from reroute attack efforts. These results are presented separately, addressing both
independent and dependent scenarios, leveraging the capabilities of the Detour-RS framework.

4.1. Experimental Setup

In this section, we leverage our Detour-RS approach to assess various design layouts
in the context of reroute attacks. Our primary objective is to quantify how much effort ad-
versaries have to spend for a successful probing attack. We consider different experimental
configurations including the shield and asset nets, enabling comprehensive evaluation of
the design resilience under varying circumstances. Besides, we conducted a comparative
analysis between our layout-aware estimation results and those obtained through the
state-of-the-art technique [14]. Furthermore, our evaluation covers the probing execution
on each target net in both the dependent and independent scenarios, where the key difference
between these two scenarios is whether the overlapping of the circuit edits is allowed or it
needs to adhere to constraints preventing such overlaps.

For a fair comparison between our approach and the methodology presented in [14], we
used the same benchmark implementation, i.e., the common evaluation platform (CEP) [33],
a well-established SoC platform providing a common foundation for our evaluation. As il-
lustrated in Figure 12a, the SoC design comprises several main components, including a
core for AES encryption, a DSP core, an SPI controller, a data bus structure managed by an
Arbiter, and a clock generator. We compiled the register-transfer level (RTL) implementation
of the CEP benchmark to its physical layout using the Synopsys Design Compiler and Synopsys
ICC2, with the SAED 32nm technology library. For consistency with the evaluation in [14],
we selected an identical set of target nets. These target nets encompass critical elements,
specifically the 128-bit encryption key nets of the AES module, the 32-bit data bus nets
connecting the OpenRISC processor (OR1200) to the AES module, and the 64-bit obfuscation
key nets within the OpenRISC processor, as depicted in Figure 12b.

(a)

Figure 12. Cont.
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128-bit  
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32-bit Data 
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(b)

Figure 12. (a) Diagram of the SoC used to evaluate our algorithm [14]. (b) Target group nets in the
SoC benchmark: obfuscation key nets, data bus nets, and encryption key nets.

4.2. Evaluation
4.2.1. Independent Scenarios

We first present an independent evaluation of reroute attack vulnerabilities that focus
on various probing targets, considering the possibility of overlapping circuit edits. This
assessment quantifies reroute efforts using three metrics; in addition to the layout-aware
added trace length as detailed in Section 3.4, we also utilized the number of added traces (shapes)
and the number of added vias, which are intuitive to provide more insights.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, our analysis will cover different experimental config-
urations. Here, we introduce our four configurations of the target implementations (see
Table 3) in this set of experiments as follows:

• Design 1: the original CEP physical layout without any dedicated protection (shield
nets) against probing or reroute attacks. Security resilience depends on non-shield
obscuring nets.

• Design 2: the CEP physical layout with a one-layer single shield at the M6 layer.
• Design 3: the CEP physical layout with a two-layer orthogonal shield at the M6 and

M7 layers.
• Design 4: the CEP physical layout with a two-layer parallel shield at the M6 and

M8 layers.

Table 3. Design types used for comparison.

No. Shield Type Description

1 Original Design (No Shield) Conventional physical design
2 One-Layer Single Shield Shield on M6
3 Two-Layer Orthogonal Shield Shield on M6 and M7
4 Two-Layer Parallel Shield Shield on M6 and M8

We performed a comprehensive reroute attack vulnerability assessment on these
four designs using our Detour-RS solution and present the results in Table 4. First of
all, we focus on our results at the bottom of Table 4, where three scenarios, no shield
nets considered, only shield nets considered, and shield nets + other nets considered, were
analyzed for metric calculation. More specifically, we first analyzed Design 1, i.e., without
any dedicated protection, as a start. As mentioned, we have three groups of target nets,
i.e., the AES encryption key nets, data bus nets, and obfuscation key nets (the AES-sensitive
signals will be discussed in Section 5.3). Besides, we also targeted Designs 2/3/4 with
different shield structures by considering the protection provided by only shield nets and
shield nets + other nets. Moreover, we also included the results from Wang et al. [14] and
our previous Detour framework, i.e., Gao et al. [15], for comparison. We would like to
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highlight that Wang et al.’s results [14], serving as the baseline of both Detour and Detour-
RS results, are based on assumptive theoretic derivation without any awareness of target
layout information.

Table 4. Reroute attack vulnerability assessment results of Detour-RS and relevant works
(Wang et al. [14] and Gao et al. [15]) on target benchmark implementations given specified target nets.

Scenarios Design No.
AES Enc. Key Data Bus Obf. Key AES-Sensitive Signals

Vias Traces Length
(mm) Vias Traces Length

(mm) Vias Traces Length
(mm) Vias Traces Length

(mm)

Wang et al. [14]

2 494 247 93 2140 1070 1739 594 297 134 N/A N/A N/A

3 990 495 279 4280 2140 5217 1190 595 403 N/A N/A N/A

4 744 372 233 3210 1605 4347 894 447 337 N/A N/A N/A

No shield nets [15] 1 374 169 122 1726 997 1798 567 266 135 N/A N/A N/A

Only shield nets [15]

2
427

(−13.6%)
208

(−15.8%)
84

(−9.7%)
2167

(+1.3%)
998

(−6.7%)
1679

(−3.4%)
580

(−2.4%)
279

(−6.1%)
127

(−5.2%)
N/A N/A N/A

3
921

(−7.0%)
536

(+8.2%)
264

(−5.4%)
4150

(−3.0%)
2042

(−4.6%)
5170

(−0.9%)
1220

(+2.5%)
570

(−4.2%)
399

(−1.0%)
N/A N/A N/A

4
699

(−6.0%)
331

(−11.0%)
232

(−0.4%)
3147

(−2.0%)
1489

(−7.2%)
4279

(−1.6%)
869

(−2.8%)
466

(+4.3%)
310

(−8.0%)
N/A N/A N/A

Shield nets +
Other nets [15]

2
556

(+12.55%)
316

(+27.9%)
160

(+72.4%)
2777

(−29.8%)
1221

(+14.1%)
2299

(+32.2%)
652

(+9.8%)
316

(+6.4%)
182

(+35.8%)
N/A N/A N/A

3
1048

(+5.9%)
699

(+41.2%)
379

(+35.8%)
4980

(+16.3%)
2556

(+19.5%)
5797

(+11.1%)
1466

(+23.2%)
676

(+13.6%)
527

(+30.8%)
N/A N/A N/A

4
866

(+16.4%)
456

(+22.6%)
352

(+51.1%)
3971

(+23.7%)
2020

(+25.9%)
4929

(+13.4%)
1010

(+13.0%)
592

(+32.4%)
420

(+24.6%)
N/A N/A N/A

No shield nets 1 380 190 122 2002 1001 1800 490 245 134 886 443 531

Only shield nets

2
440

(−10.9%)
220

(−10.9%)
140

(+50.5%)
1688

(−21.2%)
844

(−21.2%)
1769

(−1.7%)
416

(−30.0%)
208

(−30.0%)
144

(+7.5%)
1042 521 792

3
980

(−1.0%)
490

(−1.0%)
321

(+15.0%)
3976

(−7.1%)
1988

(−7.1%)
4162

(−20.2%)
1048

(−11.9%)
524

(−11.9%)
391

(−3.0%)
2478 1239 1562

4
760

(+2.2%)
380

(+2.2%)
299

(+28.3%)
3242

(+0.9%)
1621

(+0.9%)
3569

(−17.9%)
960

(+7.4%)
480

(+7.4%)
335

(−0.6%)
1958 979 1119

Shield nets +
Other nets

2
640

(+30.0%)
320

(+30.0%)
158

(+70.0%)
2398

(+12.1%)
1199

(+12.1%)
2160

(+24.2%)
632

(+6.4%)
316

(+6.4%)
162

(+20.9%)
1268 634 961

3
1232

(+24.5%)
616

(+24.5%)
355

(+27.2%)
4770

(+11.45%)
2385

(+11.45%)
5653

(+8.4%)
1300

(+9.2%)
650

(+9.2%)
478

(+18.6%)
2972 1486 2190

4
906

(+21.8%)
453

(+21.8%)
347

(+48.9%)
3732

(+16.3%)
1866

(+16.3%)
4777

(+9.9%)
1180

(+32.0%)
590

(+39.2%)
399

(+18.4%)
2026 1013 1546

We can observe from Table 4 that the baseline design layout without any shield
structures (Design 1) demands the smallest quantity of reroute attack efforts, rendering it
the least secure option among the design layouts examined. For example, rerouting all AES
encryption key nets with our Detour-RS solution utilizing hybrid optimization algorithms
necessitates only 380 added vias, 190 added traces, and 122 mm of additional trace length.
However, when both shield nets and other functional nets are employed for protection
(shield nets + other nets), the most effective safeguard appears with the deployment of a
two-layer orthogonal shield at M6 + M7. In this scenario, 3× the resources are required
compared to the baseline, translating to 1232 added vias, 616 added traces, and 355 mm of
added trace length. It is essential to acknowledge that inherent randomness during design
placement and routing may introduce variations in resiliency. For instance, the total added
trace length for the only shield nets case with a single-layer shield at M6 is slightly lower
(1769 mm) than the baseline (1800 mm) for the data bus assets.

We also label the percentage for each value of Designs 2/3/4 ([14] did not cover
Design 1) for both the Detour-RS and Detour results under all scenarios compared to their
corresponding counterparts in the baseline results in Table 4 for clearer visualization. One
can also observe that the estimations in the baseline results [14] generally exceeded the
estimations in the only shield nets scenarios, but fell short of the estimations in the shield
nets + other nets scenarios provided by our Detour-RS framework. The fundamental reason
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is that [14] assumes the maximum number of shield nets that can always be accommodated
in the layers above the target nets’ area, without accounting for practical constraints and
potential routing congestion. Consequently, the attack cost is computed purely on theoreti-
cal analysis within an idealized context. However, in practice, for a thorough assessment,
Detour-RS acknowledges that not all shield nets can be exclusively placed on their des-
ignated metal layers; some may need to be accommodated on other metal layers due to
spatial limitations (e.g., congestion). In essence, our experimental results highlight that
the assumptions made in [14] lack fairness and tend to provide overly optimistic estimates
regarding the available shield nets on the specified layer, thus yielding inaccurate results.
Detour-RS rectifies these inaccuracies by considering the placement and routing condi-
tions, including congestion, at the layout level across the entire design. A more detailed
comparison between Detour and Detour-RS can be found in Section 5.1.

Additionally, Figure 13 illustrates the extent of protection provided by shield nets
alone, presented as percentages for various design configurations. Remarkably, these
figures consistently surpass 70%, with some reaching nearly 90%. This aligns with the
results shown in Figure 13a, which highlights the proportion of shield nets in relation to
all covering nets, indicating that almost 70% of the protective coverage is attributed to
shield nets. Figure 13b offers insights into the distribution of target nets across different
layers, demonstrating that they are effectively confined below the shield nets. Nearly 100%
of target nets are routed and situated in their designated metal layers. In Figure 13c, we
observe the portion of assets routed above the shield, revealing that a minimum of 85% of
the targets are comprehensively safeguarded beneath the shield nets layer. It is noteworthy
that, irrespective of the design’s shield structure, all encryption key nets are consistently
routed beneath the shield.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 13. The proportion of the nets routed in their designated metal layers. (a) Shield nets’ layer
distribution. (b) Target nets’ layer distribution. (c) Assets that are distributed above designated layers.

4.2.2. Dependent Scenarios

We also conducted experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our Detour-RS
solution in addressing dependent scenarios. In Figure 14a, Detour-RS’s visual results depict
the reroute attack involving two probing areas (highlighted in grey) within the design
layout. It is evident that these probing areas intersect, necessitating a reroute path on
the green obscuring net for probing area #1 and on the blue obscuring net for probing
area #2. This results in added trace lengths of 1.674 µm and 1.872 µm for the #1 and
#2 probing areas, respectively. However, when considering the dependent scenario, our
framework adjusts the probing area location to prevent conflicts in circuit edit positions,
as illustrated in Figure 14d. In this case, the added trace lengths are 1.674 µm for the #1 and
3.160 µm for the #2 probing area, demonstrating the impact of rerouting to accommodate
the dependencies between the probing areas.
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Figure 14. Visualization results for the reroute attack efforts’ estimation. (a) Probing area for
two target nets in the design layout. (b) Reroute path for probing area #1 in the independent
scenario with the length of added traces being 1.674 µm. (c) Reroute paths for probing area #2 in
the independent scenario with the length of added traces being 1.872 µm. (d) Reroute paths for
two probing areas in the dependent scenario to avoid the overlapping vias with the length of added
traces being 1.674 µm and 3.160 µm for the #1 and #2 probing area, respectively.

Furthermore, we conducted an analysis of the iteration count to ensure that the circuit
edit locations did not overlap. As the number of iterations increased, the reroute attack
efforts for all designs also escalated, because, on the one hand, the process of re-identifying
circuit edit locations became more time consuming. Moreover, relocated circuit edits led to
longer traces being added, thereby increasing the overall attack cost. The iterations were
systematically calculated ranging from 0 to 5. In Figure 15, we illustrate the distribution
of the required number of iterations. It is apparent that the majority of cases needed just
one or two iterations to determine the via locations, while a small fraction (less than 10%)
required more than four iterations. Furthermore, we collected data on the total length of
added traces after completing all the iterations. In some cases, orthogonal and parallel
two-layer shield structures (Design 2 and 3) resulted in nearly a 50% increase in costs
compared to the single-layer shielded design (Design 1). In addition, Table 5 provides a
comparison of time consumption between the linear and hybrid optimization algorithms
for various target asset categories in both the independent and dependent scenarios. It can
be observed that it takes more time in the dependent case than in the independent case,
which results in nearly three-times the time in some cases. In addition, the addition of the
nonlinear algorithm leads to at most a 10% increase in time cost.
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Figure 15. The number of iterations required in order to identify non-overlapping circuit edits’
location in the reroute attack.

Table 5. Time consumption for independent and dependent scenarios (in min).

Algorithm Scenario
Target Assets

Enc. Keys Data Bus Obf. Key Total

Linear
Independent 310 2670 390 3370

Dependent 774 8997 860 10,631

Hybrid
Independent 344 3438 454 4236

Dependent 796 10,227 929 11,952

4.2.3. Time and Gas Consumption

It is assumed that the gas injection system nozzle will release Ga+ gas, whose atoms
can be deposited within the milling cavity, establishing a conductive pathway as electrical
probe contacts, and its typical sputter rate is 0.2 µm3/nC. In addition, the beam current is
assumed to be 100 nA, and the process efficiency follows the normal distribution with the
confidence interval between 0 and 0.9 under the 3-σ rule. We conducted a Monte Carlo
simulation with 1000 randomly chosen process efficiency samples. Table 6 shows the time
and gas consumption for each target asset category and the average results for each via
during the FIB probing attack, where the units are seconds and microCoulomb for time and
gas consumption, respectively. The calculation was conducted for Design 3, considering
both the shield nets and other nets. It can be observed that time and gas consumption rise
with the number of target nets, where the data bus takes the most resources.

Table 6. Time and gas consumption results for different target assets.

Enc. Key Data Bus Obf. Key Average

Time 146 1012 222 0.189

Gas 960 8916 982 1.487

5. Discussion

In this section, we will clarify some important concerns regarding our framework.
Specifically, we will first compare Detour-RS with our Detour framework [15] in detail
by presenting a case study. Next, we further discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of our metrics and other possible ones. Finally, we present more experimental results to
demonstrate the scalability of the Detour-RS framework.

5.1. Hybrid Model in Detour-RS vs. Linear Programming in Detour [15]

To give an intuitive understanding of the methodology difference between Detour
and Detour-RS, we present the following case study, where a probing area A (in pink) is
originally protected by two shield nets S0 and S1 (in green). Adversaries aim to utilize FIB
capabilities to edit the shield nets as rerouted paths (in blue), exposing the probing area,
as depicted in the figure above. To reroute the path like S0, two vias k00 and k03 need to be
created at first to determine the ends of the rerouted path. The vias are connected to the
highest metal layer such that adversaries can gain maximum rerouting flexibility. As such,
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a rerouted path k00→ k01→ k02→ k03 of S0 can be established to provide attackers with
more space for micro-probing intrusions.

Adversaries are expected to follow formal rules for successful reroute attacks such
as the following: (i) The vias (in light blue) cannot hang over the probing area A, other-
wise the rerouted shield nets would be still cut off by intrusion, and detected by users.
(ii) The rerouted paths should be kept away from the edges of the probing area A at least a
minimal distance c1. (iii) The rerouted paths cannot cross each other to avoid short circuits.
As one can see, what is in Figure 16 is a relatively straightforward example with only two
shield nets. However, analyzing the constrained problem with only linear programming
(i.e., our conference Detour version) can be complicated given the number of required
constraints. The example constraints in this case study include, but are not limited to
(i) x4 − a3 ≥ c1, −x4 ≥ c1, x1 − a3 ≥ c1, −x3 ≥ c1, (ii) −x5 ≥ c3, −x6 ≥ c3,
x2− a4 ≥ c3,−x3 ≥ c3, and (iii) x2− x5 ≥ c2, x1− x4 ≥ c2, x4− x6 ≥ c2, x2− x5 ≥ c2,
corresponding to rules (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. In fact, the total number of this single
case study can be up to 25, which is very cumbersome and error-prone in framework
implementation. In contrast, our new Detour-RS framework employs a general hybrid
solver allowing for direct formulations of the objective function and associated constraints
as follows.

Figure 16. Case study: evaluating the given example scenario (left) by using both the previous Detour
linear programming methodology (25 constraints required) [15] and our new hybrid Detour-RS
solution (only 10 constraints required).

Target function: T = min abs((a1 − x5)) × 2 + abs(x4 − x6) + abs((a1 − x2)) × 2 +
abs(x1− x3).

This is subject to the following (10 hybrid constraints):

• −x1 ≤ −a3− c1;
• x3 ≤ −c1;
• −x4 ≤ −c1;
• x6 ≤ −a3− c1;
• −abs(x5)− abs(x5− a4) ≤ −a4;
• −abs(x5) ≤ −c1;
• −abs(x5− a4) ≤ −c1;
• −abs(x2)− abs(x2− a4) ≤ −a4;
• −abs(x2) ≤ −c1;
• −abs(x2− a4) ≤ −c1.
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Note that, for advanced scenarios, where three or more shield nets need to be consid-
ered, the formulating simplification could be even more notable. Some of the underlying
simplifications might stem from the fact that we can compress multiple linear constraints
into a single one with a representation of absolute values. Although those simplifications
cannot essentially accelerate the problem’s analysis, our Detour-RS framework (gradient-
based nonlinear solver) can still benefit from them since a smaller number of constraints
indicate more conciseness and less likelihood of errors especially given some existing linear
programming solvers (e.g., linprog in Matlab) do not accept representations with absolute
value arguments.

In addition to the improved simplicity and accuracy, we also identified some cases
that are more suitable to be modeled as a nonlinear optimization problem, which can only
be handled by our new hybrid Detour-RS. More specifically, the objective function may
have to target the probing area instead of the added traces’ length in some special cases,
which results in a nonlinear optimization problem (because probing area calculation is a
nonlinear function), as depicted in Figure 17. We illustrate an example scenario, as shown
in Figure 17a above, where a target wire has two endpoints, p1 and p2. Both p1 and p2 can
be selected as probing points, while there are two shield nets s1 and s2 in place. Note that
s2 is at a higher metal layer compared to the one of s1. From an adversarial perspective,
if one selected p1 as the attack point, the probing area would be large because it should
be considered for s2, which is at a higher metal layer, as seen in Figure 17b. In contrast,
the attack point p2 only needs to deal with the single shield net s1 at a lower metal layer and,
thus, obtain a smaller probing area, as illustrated in Figure 17c. Figure 17d,e depict how the
rerouted paths can be constructed under different scenarios of the p1 and p2 attack points.
We can clearly see that selecting p1 for vulnerability assessment would be overestimating
the required efforts of adversaries since p2 is a more intelligent choice with a shorter
added traces’ length during the attack. To deal with such a scenario, i.e., determining the
appropriate attack points on a single target wire, our hybrid model has to be used to target
the minimal probing area instead of the previous sum of added trace length in the objective
function, ensuring a more reasonable and precise assessment result.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 17. Nonlinear optimization problem in reroute attack vulnerability assessment of Detour-RS.
(a) The attack scenario where adversaries may choose any location on the target wire as the probing
point. (b) If the point p1 is selected, a larger probing area P1 would be assumed as the shield net
s2 resides at a higher metal layer. (c) If the point p2 is selected, a smaller probing area P2 would be
assumed as only the shield net s1 at a lower metal layer needs to be considered. (d) The rerouted
paths when p1 is selected. (e) The rerouted paths when p2 is selected.

We also compared the results of our hybrid Detour-RS method with our previous linear
programming-based Detour solution regarding the same benchmark layouts, where the
theoretically estimated statistics from [14] were taken as the baseline. Figure 18 illustrates
the comparison regarding Design 2 (single shield layer at M6), Design 3 (orthogonal two-
layer shield at M6 and M7), and Design 4 (parallel two-layer shield at M6 and M8) in
Figure 18a–c, respectively. We represent previous Detour results in dashed fill, while our
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Detour-RS results are in solid fill bars. The percentage of changes is labeled in the figure as
well. One can see that there are some marginal differences between these two sets of results.
The reason is that these results quantify the adversarial efforts; our Detour-RS is a more
precise methodology compared to the Detour framework by reducing the likelihood of
errors, covering all corner cases, and using a nonlinear solver to address special scenarios,
as discussed above. In other words, the results are supposed to be more calibrated and
accurate instead of simply becoming asymptotically larger or smaller. We can see some of
the statistics like the added traces’ length of Design 4 considering shield nets only, i.e., the
solid green bar in Figure 18c is increased. The root cause can be that Detour-RS fixed the
missing corner cases or constraints in Detour and found a larger required added trace
length, etc. As for the reduced statistics such as the added traces’ length of Design 4
considering shield nets and other nets, i.e., the solid yellow bar in Figure 18c, we identified
where most of them come from. We addressed the probing point optimization issues by
using our hybrid solver and, thus, determined the minimal adversarial efforts.

Figure 18. Comparison our hybrid Detour-RS method with our previous linear programming-based
Detour solution [15] (theoretically estimated statistics from [14] were taken as the baseline) on three
benchmark experimental implementations: (a) Design 2 (single shield layer at M6), (b) Design
3 (orthogonal two-layer shield at M6 and M7), and (c) Design 4 (parallel two-layer shield at M6
and M8).

5.2. Discussion of Metrics

In our Detour-RS metric, we mainly utilized two different metrics, i.e., exposed area
and layout-aware added traces’ length, for reroute attack vulnerability assessment for a
given physical layout. Note that we also introduced two additional metrics, time and gas
consumption, in this extension to reflect the adversarial efforts needed:

• Exposed area: Exposed area refers to the exploitable space of a target wire for a
micro-probing adversary. In other words, given the FIB configuration and precision,
adversaries can place their probing points in the exposed area to access the target
wire without cutting off any shield wires. Figure 5 illustrates the determination of the
exposed area for the given target wire and covering metal wires, which are capable of
providing protection to the milling exclusion area on the target wire. An adversary will
tend to target the target wires with a larger exposed area since it implies easier reroute
attacks. Therefore, in our framework, the exposed area is used to identify the target
wire with the protected covering wires, where a reroute attack would be performed.

• Layout-aware added traces’ length: This metric refers to the length of metal traces
added by the reroute attack adversaries, which are necessary for a successful reroute
attack. The greater the length of the layout-aware added traces, the higher the resource
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cost for attackers to perform a reroute attack is. Therefore, the metric itself and its
variants (e.g., layout-aware added vias and layout-aware added traces) can effectively
quantify the adversarial efforts of reroute attacks. For example, we comprehensively
assess the vulnerabilities of reroute attacks in Table 4 given different scenarios, designs,
and sets of target wires using the metric.

• Time and gas consumption: When it comes to practical microprobing reroute attacks,
the time and gas consumption of FIB are very important by reflecting the efficiency and
cost of adversaries. The duration of the attack directly impacts its cost and feasibility.
FIB systems are expensive to operate, with costs often billed by the hour. Therefore,
an attack that takes less time is more cost-effective. Additionally, the availability
of the FIB equipment might be limited, making time efficiency crucial. As for gas
consumption, FIB systems use various gases for processes such as etching or depo-
sition. The amount of gas consumed not only affects the operational cost, but also
the feasibility of long operations. Efficient gas usage ensures that the attack can be
sustained for the necessary duration without requiring excessive resources.

In addition to our metrics, other relevant ones have been seen in the literature. They
can be useful in some cases for securing implementations while being limited or inappro-
priate in aligning with the goal of Detour-RS, i.e., reroute attack vulnerability assessment:

• Added traces’ length [14]: This metric was proposed to evaluate reroute attack diffi-
culty on different shield structures based on the calculation of added traces’ length.
It quantifies the cost to mill a fixed-size area on a shielded design by reroute attacks
for different shield structures. However, the added traces’ length metric is limited
by its focus on fixed shield structures and theoretical cost calculations, which rely
on the ideal positioning of shield nets within the design layout. In practice, routing
conditions often fluctuate, resulting in suboptimal routing of shield nets due to factors
such as congestion and restricted space within the protected area. In other words,
the added traces’ length metric in [14] is more of a theoretical estimation instead of
being aware of layout information. In contrast, the layout-aware added traces’ length
metric in our Detour-RS framework provides a more accurate estimation by taking
into account the specific design layout, rather than depending on the overly optimistic
assumptions associated with fixed shield structures.

• Target score [31]: This metric was used to quantify the likelihood of a net being tar-
geted in a probing attack. The higher the target score is, the more sensitive information
that the nets will carry. It can be used to identify the target nets and the shield nets
that will provide protection. However, as the focus of our Detour-RS is vulnerability
assessment, we do not need the target score metric at this stage, since it is designed
for optimal countermeasure deployment.

• Shield security [31]: This metric was proposed to identify the optimal metal layer
where the shield and target nets will be routed, which will vary with different tech-
nology and FIB parameters. It will assist in providing the maximum protection to
the target nets. Similar to the target score, shield security is also a countermeasure-
oriented metric that could be utilized at the subsequent protection stage instead of the
vulnerability assessment phase of our Detour-RS.

5.3. Scalability Evaluation of Detour-RS

Scalability is an important property of our Detour-RS solution and, thus, needs more
inspection. To this end, we first inspected the scalability of our Detour-RS with respect to
the number of target wires. We took the AES encryption key nets as an example; there are
128 corresponding wires in the benchmark layout. Our Detour-RS took 23 min to analyze
the reroute vulnerabilities of 10 wires, while around 1 h for around 28 wires, as illustrated
in Figure 19. A similar scalability (time vs. number of target wires) has been seen in the
rest of the AES key encryption nets and data bus, as well as the obfuscation key nets. We
can see that this is a nearly linear progress, which is good given the slow increase of time
consumption for covering more target wires in a future complicated implementation. Based
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on our further analysis, we found that the time consumption was more linearly correlated
with the total length of the target wires because the longer a target wire is, the more analysis
is needed to evaluate its vulnerability under different given shield structures. The linear
increase can be attributed to our fine-grained analysis of Detour-RS, making each of the
sub-circuitries less dependent on each other.

Figure 19. The scalability evaluation of our Detour-RS framework presents the time consumption
and net length of the AES encryption key and sensitive signals.

Also, the scalability may vary with the net selection. In fact, we already selected
three different groups of nets carrying sensitive security assets, i.e., AES encryption key
nets, data bus, and obfuscation key nets. However, information leakage from data path
signals or other intermediate nets within the AES coprocessor can be effectively exploitable.
For example, round key values can be easily used to deduce the AES key as the key
expansion procedure is reversible. S-box outputs can be utilized to deduce the round keys
and further full keys considering a known plaintext/ciphertext. Therefore, we performed
our Detour-RS analysis by covering a new set, called AES-sensitive signals, including
the output wires of key expansion, S-box, and mix column modules, 176 in total for our
benchmark implementation. We include the assessment results in the updated Table 4.
Moreover, we found that analyzing these 176 AES sensitive signals took around 14 h for
Detour-RS, suggesting the linear scalability of our Detour-RS tool as well (see Figure 19).

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introduces an innovative layout and resource-aware framework for as-
sessing reroute attacks, thereby enabling a comprehensive evaluation of potential vulner-
abilities. Our approach incorporates a physical design and employs a synergy of linear
and nonlinear programming techniques. This combination empowers the framework to
autonomously identify optimal FIB probing locations, a critical determinant in defining the
subsequent path of rerouted traces essential for executing the attack. Once the locations for
circuit edits had been identified, we proceeded to quantify the cost associated with reroute
attacks employing our layout-aware added traces metric and the time and gas consumption
metric. Furthermore, we analyzed the reroute attack efforts within two distinct scenarios,
i.e., the independent and dependent scenarios. Specifically, in the independent scenario,
we allowed for the possibility of overlapping circuit edits across different target nets, while
in the dependent scenario, such overlapping was strictly prohibited. The findings from
our analysis showed that shielded designs consistently exhibited superior performance
compared to their non-shielded counterparts. In particular, designs featuring a two-layer
shield structure demonstrated a higher attack cost when compared to those with a single-
layer shield. Especially, within the realm of two-layer shield layouts, those adopting an
orthogonal configuration outperformed their parallel counterparts, signifying a distinct ad-
vantage. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the dependent scenario exhibited a remarkable
capability, resulting in an approximate 50% increase in attack cost compared to the inde-
pendent case. Our paper mainly concentrated on the FIB milling while evaluating the time
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and gas consumption. In the future, we will expand our focus to include FIB deposition
time, considering aspects like layer thickness and deposition rate. Furthermore, we will
address the equipment navigation time, including the time taken for beam positioning and
sample stage movement. These additions aim to offer a comprehensive understanding of
the resources and time constraints associated with our approach. In addition, we envision
expanding the Detour-RS framework to encompass a broader spectrum of FIB circuit edit
attacks beyond probing. These extensions may include leveraging FIB to create opens and
shorts within circuits, particularly with regard to security-critical nets involved in on-chip
tamper detection and response mechanisms. Also, we will target more emerging device
models such as large on-chip communication infrastructure [34] and 3D ICs [35].
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